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Characteristics of the  Pumping Pulse and the  Output 
Laser  Pulse for a Cu/CuCI Double  Pulse  Laser 

Abstract-Characteristics of the  pumping  discharge  pulse  and  laser 
pulse in a Cu/CuCI double  pulse laser  have  been  measured  as a function 
of time delay, buffer gas pressure,  and  tube  temperature. We have found 
that  for  otherwise fixed discharge conditions, pumping  rates  decrease 
as  these  quantities are  increased.  The  shape  of  the laser pulse as a  func- 
tion of time  delay  is  shown to be dependent  on  the  rate of current  rise 
of the  pumping  pulse.  The  length of time  required by the  pumping 
pulse to achieve  threshold is found to be  a function of time delay, buffer 
gas pressure,  and tube  temperature.  The  implications  of  this  behavior 
for  the  role of metastable  copper  and its mode of relaxation are discussed. 

T 
I. INTRODUCTION 

HE copper laser has received much  attention in recent 
years as a source of intense optical pulses [ 11 - [ 51 . Unlike 

the conventional copper laser which requires a  tube  tempera- 
ture  of  about 1500°C to obtain sufficient copper vapor from 
pure copper [4] , the use of  copper chloride (CuCl)  as a source 
enables optimum  tube  temperatures to be near 400°C [ 11 . To 
obtain laser action from CuCl  vapor at least two discharge 
pulses are required. The first discharge  pulse dissociates the 
CuCI, producing copper  atoms.  The second discharge  pulse 
pumps  the  copper  atoms, producing the laser pulse. The dis- 
charge pulses are typically 1-20 nF at 12-20 kV charging 
voltage. 

Because a large fraction of the  copper  atoms emerge from 
the dissociation in  the metastable lower laser  level, there  is  a 
minimum time delay between discharge  pulses which must 
pass before  enough  copper  atoms have collisionally relaxed to 
permit oscillation. Copper atoms are continually reassociating 
to form  the parent molecule, and  there is a maximum delay 
time between discharge pulses beyond which threshold cannot 
be reached because the  copper  atom density is too low. Be- 
tween the minimum delay (a few to tens  of microseconds) and 
the maximum delay (tens to hundreds of microseconds), there 
is an  optimum time delay for which output pulse energy is 
maximum. 

The afterglow period between discharge pulses is important 
primarily for two reasons. The first is that during this period 
thermal collisional processes occur (e.g., reassociation, charge 
exchange, collisional deactivation) which determine  the avail- 
ability of  ground-state  copper.  The second is that initial con- 
ditions  are provided for  the pumping discharge pulse. It is 
clear that thermal processes cannot significantly affect laser 
pulse energy during the pumping pulse  since the laser pulse  is 
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only  tens  of nanoseconds wide and it appears as early as the 
first few nanoseconds of the pumping pulse. The complicated 
dependence of the laser pulse energy on time delay cannot  be 
explained on the basis of the pumping pulse alone.  An ac- 
counting  of  the processes occurring during the interpulse after- 
glow  is required. 

When all other controllable discharge parameters are fixed, 
laser pulse energy has been shown to  be a  function of the cur- 
rent rise time  for  the pumping pulse. By increasing the  rate of 
current rise the laser  pulse energy can be increased [6] . Even 
though charging voltage, tube  temperature, and gas pressure 
remain constant,  the pumping pulse, rate of current rise, and 
hence pumping rates cannot  be expected to remain unchanged 
as the time delay is varied. For  short time delays, the  after- 
glow electron density is relatively high so that  the impedence 
of the discharge tube is low. The pumping pulse does not need 
to breakdown the gas and  the  rate  of  current rise is large. For 
long delays, the afterglow electron  density is low and  the  den- 
sity of molecular CuCl  is  large compared to the values for 
shorter delays. The impedence of  the discharge tube is higher, 
the rate of  current rise  is smaller, and average electron energy 
is lower. Hence, pumping rates (i.e., the rates at which the in- 
version can be produced) decrease as the  time delay increases. 

We report in this paper the results of measurements of 
characteristics for  the pumping discharge pulse and  the laser 
pulse as functions of time delay in a Cu/CuCl double pulse 
.laser. It will  be shown that  the dependence of  laser pulse 
energy on  time  delay, gas pressure, and tube  temperature (CuC1 
vapor pressure) is partly due to the dependence of the  rate of 
current rise, peak current, and hence pumping rate  on these 
same quantities. An  analysis of the laser pulse based on rate 
equations will be used to show that  the dependence of  laser 
pulse energy, power, and the shape of the laser pulse on  the 
pumping rate is closely related to the gain switched behavior 
exhibited by  the copper laser. 

The pumping time is the length of time required by  the 
pumping pulse to achieve threshold; it  too is a  funciton of 
time delay and pressure. At  short delays, the pumping time 
required is long. This time decreases to some minimum value 
as the time delay increases, and then increases at longer time 
delays. The  time delay and pressure dependence of  this  be- 
havior will be related to the  mode of relaxation of metastable 
copper. 

11. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The laser discharge tube was made of pyrex and  had  a 12 

mm ID. The pin electrodes were spearated by 65 cm. The 
middle 60 cm of the  tube was externally heated by  an electrical 
heater. Research grade helium buffer gas  was passed by  the 
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Fig. 1. The rate of current rise and peak current of the pumping pulse 

as a function of time delay and  buffer gas pressure in helium at 409°C 
(Cuc1 vapor pressure 0.04 torr). Charging voltage was 16.0 kV and 
discharge capacitance was 5 nF. 

fused silica windows to prevent CuCl from depositing on the 
cooler window surfaces. There was no net gas flow through 
the  tube.  The double pulse  power supply is described in detail 
elsewhere [6]  . The dissociation pulse and pumping pulse 
capacitors were 5 nF charged to 16 kV.  The optical cavity 
consisted of a 2 m, 99 percent reflecting dielectrically coated 
mirror and  a  quartz flat output  coupler. Discharge  pulse cur- 
rent was measured with  a Pearson 41 l current transformer and 
displayed on a Hewlett-Packard 1722B oscilliscope. Discharge 
voltage  was measured with  a 1OOO:l voltage divider. Laser 
energy and power were measured with  a Korad KD-1  photo- 
diode. 

The rate of  current rise for  the pumping pulse and peak cur- 
rent as a  function of time delay and buffer gas pressure are 
shown in Fig. 1. Note that as the time delay increases, both 
the rate of  current rise and the peak current decrease. For 
constant  time  delay, increasing the pressure  decreases the  rate 
of current rise. The decrease in these quantities  with increasing 
time delay is likely due in part to the decrease in afterglow 
electron density and increase in plasma impedence. The  de- 
crease with increasing pressure is partly due to dependence on 
E/N and  partly  due to the more rapid rate of  electron cooling 
(and hence recombination) experienced at a higher pressure. 
The  dominant energy loss mechanism for electrons during an 
afterglow is elastic collisions with  the buffer gas. In helium 
at low electron energy, the elastic collision rate is inversely 
proportional to the  electron  temperature  and  proportional to 
the gas pressure [ 7 ] .  The dominant form of electron-ion 
recombination is collisional radiative varying with  electron 
temperature as Te-'9/2 [8] . Hence,  the higher the gas pressure, 
the more rapidly the electrons cool, and the more rapidly they 
recombine. The  rate of current rise, which is  inversely propor- 
tional to the discharge impedence, therefore, decreases with 
increasing buffer gas pressure and increasing time delay. 

The relationship between pumping pulse voltage and  the initial 
current rise as a  function of time delay provides further evi- 
dence of the  importance of initial conditions provided by the 
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Fig. 2. Typical  pumping pulse current  and voltage, and laser power. 
Note  the small voltage  required to  initiate  the  current. Also note  that 
the laser pulse appears at  the leading edge of  the  current pulse. 
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Fig. 3. Peak voltage across the discharge tube  and  the voltage at which 
the  current begins to rise during the pumping pulse. The voltage at  
which the  current begins to rise is defined by the  sketch above. 

afterglow. A typical trace of laser power, pumping pulse cur- 
rent,  and voltage is shown in Fig. 2. Note that  the  current  be- 
gins to flow before  the voltage reaches its peak value. If this 
were a classical breakdown,  the peak voltage and initial current 
rise would very nearly coincide. The voltage at which the cur- 
rent initially rises is therefore an indication of the bpedence 
of the discharge. 

The voltage at which the  current initially rises and  the peak 
voltage sustained by the  tube as a  function of time delay are 
shown in  Fig. 3. We have found similar behavior for  a wide 
range of  buffer gas pressures and tube  temperatures.  Note that 
as the time delay increases, the voltage required to initiate  the 
pumping pulse current increases. At short time delays, the 
ambient electron density is  high so that breakdown need not 
be initiated. As the time delay increases, the ambient electron 
density decreases, impedence increases, and the voltage required 
to initiate  the  current increases.  Because they are proportional 
to the rate of  current rise and inversely proportional to the 
impedence of the  tube,  the pumping rates decrease with in- 
creasing time delay. This behavior is due primarily to  the 
initial conditions set for  the pumping pulse by  the interpulse 
afterglow. 

Note  that at time delays near 20 ps, the rate of current rise  is 
nearly independent of  pressures  (see  Fig. 1). At this  short 
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Fig. 4.  The  rate  of  current rise at  a  time delay of 20 ps  and laser  pulse 
energy  optimized  with  respect to time  delay as a  function of tube 
temperature.  The  rate of current rise  decreases as  the CuCl vapor 
pressure  increases. 
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Fig. 5. Laser  pulse  energy,  peak  power  during the laser  pulse, and 
FWZH as a  function of time delay. Note  that  optimum  peak  power i s  

delay, the  electron temperature is relatively high so that obtained  at  a  shorter  time delay than  optimum energy. O p t h u m  

little  recombination has occurred.  The impedence of the  tube 

- _ _  
energy is a  result of a  wider  pulse of less than  optimum power. 

is therefore small at all pressures. The rate of current rise be- 
haves differently if the  buffer gas pressure is held constant  and 
the  tube  temperature (CuC1 vapor pressure) is changed. Fig. 4 
shows the rate of current rise at a time delay of 20 ps, and 
maximum laser  pulse energy as a  function of tube  temperature. 
The  rate of current rise decreases with increasing CuCl vapor 
pressure. The  rate of current rise at  the  optimum  time delay 
also decreases with increasing tube  temperature  for tempera- 
tures below optimum. Above the  optimum  tube  temperature, 
the rate of  current rise decreases slowly. Pumping rates,  there- 
fore, generally decrease as the CuCl vapor pressure increases. 
Results of a numerical model of the Cu/CuCl laser [9] indicate 
that  the decrease in pumping rates as the  tube  temperature 
increases is due in part to a larger rate of electron  attachment 
to free chlorine. This reduces the  electron  density  and reduces 
the  rate of current rise. 

The decrease in pumping rates as the  tube  temperature in- 
creases could partly be responsible for  the decrease in laser 
energy observed at high tube  temperatures. As the  tube  tem- 
perature increases, the rate at which an inversion can be  pro- 
duced decreases. Hence, despite  the  potential increase in avail- 
able copper atoms as the  tube  temperature increases, laser 
pulse energy decreases. 

The dependence of pumping rates on time delay greatly 
influences the characteristics of the laser pulse. The shape of 
the laser pulse, peak laser power, and laser pulse energy all 
depend on  the  rate of pumping and time delay. Fig. 5 shows 
laser pulse energy, peak power, and full width a t  zero height 
(FWZH) of the laser pulse  as a  function of time delay. The 
behavior is typical  for  a wide range of buffer gas pressures and 
tube  temperatures.  Note  that maximum peak power occurs 
at a  shorter time delay than does maximum energy. Maximum 
energy occurs with  a relatively longer pulse having less than 
the maximum peak power. We have  seen that pumping rates 
decrease as the  time delay increases. It appears that maximum 
peak power occurs at an early delay because the pumping rates 

are near maximum. Maximum energy, on the  other  hand, is 
a result of an optimum density of ground state  copper as com- 
pared to the density of metastable copper.  This conclusion 
will be discussed in the  next section. 

111. ANALYSIS BASED ON RATE EQUATIONS 
An  analysis of the  copper laser based on  rate  equations  has 

been performed. Rate  equations  for  the  three  copper laser 
levels and the optical pulse intensity were integrated over a 
parabolic current pulse. The  electron  temperature was taken 
to be T,,(t) = Te(0),t/tm, where t ,  is the full width of the  cur- 
rent pulse and T,(O),= 10 eV. The details of the analysis are 
discussed elsewhere [9] . In order to isolate the  effect of the 
rate of current rise on  the shape of the laser pulse, the same 
initial conditions were  used for several  values of the  rate  of 
current rise (2-16 GA/s). Laser output intensity as a  function 
of  the rate of  current rise  is shown in Fig. 6.  Note  that  as  this 
rate decreases, the peak pulse power decreases and the pulse 
width increases. Remembering that  the  rate of current rise 
decreases as the  time delay increases, we note  that  this behavior 
is similar to  that seen experimentally. At short time delays 
when the rate of  current rise  is high, peak power is obtained. 
As the time delay increases and the rate of  current rise de- 
creases, the pulse widens. Hence, the experimentally observed 
shape of the laser pulse is partly explained by  the change in 
the  rate  of  current rise. 

Despite the decrease in pumping rates at early delays, the 
peak power and pulsewidth increases. We believe this initial 
increase in peak power and pulsewidth are a result of the re- 
laxation of metastable copper which inhibits  the laser  pulse. 
This conclusion is based on the results of spectroscopic studies 
[ 101 and  the results of a detailed model of  the dissociation 
pulse, afterglow, and laser pulse [9] . Although the  density of 
ground-state copper may increase after  the dissociation pulse 
is over [2], our  model predicts that laser oscillation will not 
occur as long as only a few percent  of  the copper atoms are in 
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Fig. 6.  Typical laser  pulses computed using rate  equations as  a function 
of the  rate of current rise of  the pumping  pulse. The  arrows  point  in 
the  direction  of decreasing rate of  current  rise  (16-2 GA/s). Note 
that  as  the  rate  of  current rise  decreases,  peak  power  decreases, and 
the  pulsewidth increases. 

the metastable state  at  the time of  the pumping pulse. As the 
fraction  of metastable copper  atoms falls below this value, the 
laser pulse power increases rapidly as a  function of time delay. 
According to these results, the minimum delay and the initial 
increase in laser power are not  a result of an increase in the 
ground-state  density  but  a decrease in  the metastable density. 

If the rapid rise in current seen at  short delays could be 
maintained until longer delays, in order to coincide with  the 
optimum densities of ground-state and metastable copper, 
then maximum peak power and laser energy would be improved. 
The results of an  attempt  to  do so are reported elsewhere [ 111 . 

The dependence of laser energy and power on  the  rate of 
current rise can be better  understood  by referring to Fig. 7. 
Here we see calculated values  of  laser intensity  and copper 
densities for  a typical laser  pulse. The gain reaches a maximum 
value at which time the cavity intensity  attains a sufficiently 
large  value (the critical value) so that stimulated emission rapidly 
discharges the  upper laser level to the lower level. The  number 
density of  the  upper level drops below that  of  the lower level 
but  the gain remains positive for  a  short time due to the favor- 
able degeneracy ratio. Because  of this gain switched behavior, 
laser energy and peak power for a given pulse  will be  deter- 
mined largely by  the magnitude of the  population inversion at 
the  time that the  upper laser  level  discharges to  the lower laser 
level.  Once the  upper laser  level  is populated,  a  finite time is 
required (due to a finite spontaneous emission coefficient) for 
the cavity intensity to build up to  its critical value. A current 
which rises faster can more rapidly populate  the upper level 
during this small but finite  time. Laser  pulse energy and power 
are then larger. 

TIME ( N S )  

Fig. 7. Laser output  intensity,  and  copper densities for  a  typical  laser 
pulse as computed with rate  equations.  The  initial  electron  tempera- 
ture was 10.0  eV.  The  peak  electron  density  was 1 X 1014/cm3. 
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Fig.  8. Pumping time as  a function of time  delay and  buffer gas  pres- 
sure. The  optimum  timedelays  for energy  are 40 ps (1.6 torr),  120 ps 
(5 torr),  and  80 ps (18  torr).  The  optimum  time delays for peak 
power are 35 ps (1.6 torr), 60 ps (5 torr),  and  60 ps (18  torr). 

Iv .  THE PUMPING TIME  REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE 
THRESHOLD 

With the conclusions of Sections I1 and I11  we can now dis- 
cuss the observed variation in the pumping time required to 
achieve threshold, as a function of time delay. The pumping 
time is the  time between the initial rise of the pumping pulse 
current as defined in Fig. 3 and the appearance of the laser 
pulse. It is a  function of time delay, buffer gas pressure, and 
tube  temperature. Fig. 8 shows the pumping time as a  func- 
tion  of time delay and buffer gas pressure with  the  tube  tem- 
perature fixed. At short delays the pumping time is as large  as 
tens  of nanoseconds. As the time delay increases, the pumping 
time decreases and  the laser pulse appears earlier. A minimum 
pumping time is reached when the laser  pulse appears at  or 
near the leading edge of the  current pulse. For longer time 
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Fig. 9. The leading  edge of the second current pulse at  a time delay of 

40 p s  in a double pulse helium discharge. The measurements  were 
made  at (a) 6 cm, (b) 18 cm,  (c) 34 cm, and  (d) 54 cm from  the 
cathode  for a discharge tube 60 cm long. The helium  pressure was 
10.8 torr  and charging voltage was 16.0 kV. The main current pulse 
had a  peak current of about 400 A, and a FWZH of about 500 ns. 

delays, the pumping time increases and the laser  pulse appears 
later  in  the  current pulse. The delay at which the pumping 
time is a minimum increases with increasing buffer gas pressure. 
The minimum pumping time decreases as the buffer gas pres- 
sure is increased. The same behavior is  observed as a  function 
of  tube  temperature:  for  a given time delay,  the pumping time 
decreases with increasing density of CuC1. 

The pumping time changes as a  function of time delay for 
the following reasons. At  short time delays, there is still a 
significant population of metastable copper. Hence, a long 
pumping time is necessary to produce positive gain.  As the 
time delay increases, the metastable population decreases and 
a  shorter pumping time is required despite the decrease in 
pumping rates. At long delays, despite the lack of metastables, 
the pumping rates and copper densities are sufficiently small so 
that  a longer pumping time is  again required to reach threshold. 

Despite lower pumping rates, the pumping time is less at a 
higher buffer gas pressure. If diffusion and deactivation at  the 
walls were the major loss mechanism for copper atoms in the 
metastable  state,  the pumping time would increase with buffer 
gas pressure. Because the opposite behavior is observed, a 
volumetric collisional deactivation mechanism must  dominate. 
The similar behavior observed for pumping time when the CuCl 
density is increased again indicates that collisional deexcitation 
is the  dominant relaxation mechanism. 

Note that the minimum pumping time is actually negative 
for given discharge conditions. (The current transformer and 
detector have comparable response times.) This indicates that 

there are excitation processes occuring in the laser tube suffi- 
cient to reach threshold before the  current pulse can  be de- 
tected  exterior to the  tube.  The laser tube used in this  study is 
65 cm long whereas laser oscillation has been obtained  for  Cu/ 
CuCl  lasers in  tubes as short as 3 cm [12] . Hence, if the initial 
increase in electron density consists of an ionization  front 
which propagates from one electrode to  the  other  with appli- 
cation of the voltage, or there are other axially dependent  ex- 
citation processes which occur, oscillation may start  from  ex- 
cited atoms in a small portion of the  tube  before  the  current 
can be detected  at  the  anode [13] . 

To investigate the possibility of such processes with  our dis- 
charge circuit,  a helium discharge tube was made with  an OD 
small enough to fit through a  current  transformer. Measure- 
ments  of  current as a  function of axial position and  time delay 
indicate  that there are precursor current pulses of significant 
current which precede the primary current pulse and which 
propagate from cathode to anode. At short  time delays, the 
current increases approximately uniformly along the  tube. 
As the  time delay increases, a precursor current pulse develops, 
first near the  cathode,  and  later nearer the  anode (see Fig. 9). 
The magnitude of the  current pulse decreases from  cathode to  
anode.  The results of a numerical model of high repetition 
rate discharges [14] indicate  that these precursor pulses are a 
result of cool  electrons which are accelerated by  the electric 
field. The  current appears to increase because of an increase 
in  drift velocity and not because of an increase in  the  electron 
density. When the  electron energy reaches the first excitation 
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threshold and  then  the ionization threshold,  the electrons lose 
energy at  a faster rate and the  current appears to decrease. 
Shortly  thereafter, secondary electrons gain energy and the 
main current pulse develops, changing little as a  function of 
axial position. 

Due to the large electron density present when the voltage is 
applied at short delays, these precursor pulses  are probably not 
the same as the ionization waves previously described [13] 
which separate a region of low or no ionization from a region 
of high ionization.  The  electron density at  the  front of an 
ionization wave  is 2 10’ ‘/cm3 [ 131 , which is much less than 
the  electron density present within tens of microseconds after 
a discharge  in a noble gas  or a metal vapor  laser [9] , [ 151 . 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In  summary,  the  rate of current rise and peak current  for  the 

pumping pulse  in a Cu/CuCl laser  have been found to decrease 
with increasing time delay, increasing buffer gas pressure, and 
increasing tube  temperature. This implies that  excitation rates 
decrease as functions of the same quantities.  The causes for 
this behavior are related mainly to  the initial values  of electron 
density, provided by the interpulse afterglow, for  the pumping 
pulse. This conclusion is supported  by  the observation that 
larger  voltages are required to initiate  the pumping pulse cur- 
rent as the time delay increases. 

Maximum  peak  laser  power occurs at  shorter time delays 
than does maximum energy. The reason is that maximum 
power is due to the higher rate of current rise, and  therefore 
more rapid pumping of the upper level, at  short  time delays, 
and to the gain-switched nature  of  the laser. Maximum energy 
is a result of a wider pulse of less than maximum peak power 
occurring when the density of ground state  copper is near op- 
timum as compared to the density of metastable copper. 

The pumping time required for threshold is a  function of 
time delay, buffer gas pressure, and tube  temperature.  The 
pumping time is sometimes negative indicating that  the  excita- 
tion processes early during the  current pulse are a  function  of 
axial position. The variation in this time indicates that volu- 
metric collisional deactivation of the lower laser  level  is the 
dominant relaxation mechanism. 
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